The Gala Story
Gala Group was established as a family owned company with transparency,
honesty and perfection as its core values. Today, it’s a professionally managed
organization and Ahmedabad’s most respected real estate developer thriving on
the same values.
The Gala Group is a team of young, dynamic and seasoned professionals who
bring a bundle of fresh ideas, innovative thoughts and cutting-edge solutions
to the table. These are highly motivated individuals who are always looking to
come out with an offering that will appeal to the customer’s taste, preference
and budget.
Every project coming out of the Gala stable reflects perfection. Our efforts are
aimed at bettering lives, than just creating beautiful structures. Homes or office
spaces, the sincere effort to get it just right is seen at every level of planning,
construction and service. Only highly skilled professionals and experts in their
respective fields are assigned to ensure that the project reflects class and
finesse.
After making its presence felt in Mumbai, the Gala Group is further expanding its
horizon in the financial capital with Iora - an uber-luxury tower in South Mumbai.

From the Management’s Desk
Warm greetings from the Gala Management.
Gala Group has been taking rapid steps in the real estate sector and the
development of Ahmedabad. We are doing our sincere bit in improving the
lifestyle of the people and also raising the standard of living as a whole.
At Gala Group, we always keep looking for the latest and the finest to offer. We
travel extensively across the globe to bring the best from around the world into
your life. We also apply a lot of thoughtful solutions while designing a project.
Being a company driven by values and customer satisfaction, we make sure
you derive more than what you expect from us. To ensure this, we build homes
that will cater to a wide audience. We have undertaken projects which offer
everything from value for money homes to ultra-luxurious villas. Because we
believe everyone deserves a better life.
Our team of young professionals is committed to perfection. Every project is
like a challenge for us and we leave no stone unturned to make it the best it can
possibly be. The trust that the Gala Group commands today is a result of the
promise of perfection being fulfilled in every Gala project.
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Our Ideals
VISION - Inspire generations and enrich lives
MISSION – Create responsibly, harness new ideas and build long lasting
relationships

GALA ARIA

Our Work
Residential & Plotted Development Projects

GALA IMPERIA

GALA GOLDCREST

GALA AURA

20+ residential projects

GALA EMPIRE

Commercial Projects

SOBO CENTER

GALA MAGNUS

GALA MART

7+ commercial projects

Industrial Projects

Social Infrastructure Development

NAVNEET FACTORY AT SILVASSA

KUTCHI BHAVAN IN AHMEDABAD

NAVNEET FACTORY AT DANTALI

VIRAYATAN IN PALITANA

NAVNEET FACTORY AT KHANIWADE

SLUM REHABILITATION IN AHMEDABAD

Over 8 million sq. ft. of real estate developed
across Ahmedabad and Mumbai

Our Capabilities
With numerous successful projects under its belt, the Gala Group has gained
the expertise to deliver end-to-end Engineering, Procurement and Construction
solutions in not just the residential and commercial fields but also in the fields of
urban city-scaping, industrial infrastructure and rural development. Through this
expansive service structure, Gala is today capable of providing customised EPC
solutions to its clients based on their specific requirements.

CORPORATE HOUSES

INDUSTRIAL UNITS

CLUBS & HOSPITALITY

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTES

HEALTHCARE UNITS
SHOPPING MALLS

Redefining the skyline of Ahmedabad

Why Gala?
The Gala Promise
Every Gala project is the result of the group’s persistent efforts towards
achieving perfection and providing the best quality infrastructure. The Gala
Group leaves no stone unturned to give its clients the finest in infrastructure the
city has to offer within the promised timeframe.
With a proven track record and its experienced team of architects, engineers
and consultants, Gala has set a high precedent in offering everything from value
for money homes to ultra-luxurious villas.

Business operations through SAP
The Gala Group runs its business operations through SAP - a world renowned
software system that ensures fair practices, correct pricing and complete
transparency.

Safety
Ensuring a safe and healthy workplace across its projects has always been the
first priority for the Gala Group since its very inception. It has always been our
endeavour as an organisation to ensure that every assignment is completed in a
safe manner.
Our safety systems are extended to every individual working at our premises
and we encourage our suppliers to establish adequate safety procedures at
their premises.

Our Achievements
Green Building Certification

At Gala, we always look beyond business. Preserving our environment for our
future generations is one of our key points of focus. Towards this end, Gala
has been awarded the Green Building Certification for creating living spaces
that optimize the use of natural resources in order to reduce pollution, minimize
wastage and maximize recycling.

Gala Group
Gala HQ, A Wing, 9th Floor, Safal Profitaire,
Corporate Road, Opp. Auda Garden,
Prahalad Nagar, Ahmedabad – 380015.
Call: +91 79 6199 7000
E-mail: projects@galainfra.com
www.galainfra.com
Disclaimer: All the specifications, images, designs, facilities and other details herein are indicative and for representative
purpose only and the same are subject to change without notice. Gala Group makes no representation or warranty of
any kind, express, implied or statutory in this regard.

